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Sample of professional
experience
Lead Safety Coordinator, Haines AK
-

Summers 2015-2019

Direct safety teams on a daily basis in charge for approximately 40 crew in a high exposure
environment. Daily professional reports and inspections. Assisted in building risk assessments.
Applied skills on location were high angle rope work, white water mitigation, high line cable rigging
and staying alive in bear country.

Ski Guide, Haines AK
-

Winters 2010-2019

Heliski guide for Alaska Heliskiing. Daily forecasting and data collecting for weather and snowpack.
Extensive knowledge of the local mountain weather and snowpack trends. Emphasis on
professional-level team building, trust and safety.

Ski Guide, BC
-

Early Winters 2014-2019

Catski guide for Skeena Catskiing. Assisted in establishing new cat roads and opening new runs due
to the company and tenure being new. Daily reports into InfoEx. Trained on driving and
maintaining snowcats.

Hunting Guide
-

Summers 2004-2015

Big game hunting guide in Yukon, NWT, BC and Alaska. Mentored young women and men in
becoming professional hunting guides in the north. Lead strenuous multi day hunts while on
horseback or backpacking on foot. Oversaw all legal documentation was in order and client hunt
finances.

Summary of Skills
In the office

In the field

Interpersonal

- Proficient using tools such as
Google Earth; reading
topographic maps
- Air Photo Interpretation
- Proficient in Microsoft
Word/Excel/PowerPoint

- Taking a mature and safe
approach in avalanche terrain
- GPS use/navigation
- Use of compass for
navigation/measurements
- Valid Driver’s License/clean
record
- ATV/4WD/Snowmobile
operations
- Helicopter experience

- Strong verbal and written
communication tailored to
various settings
- Pragmatic approach to solving
problems
- Open communicator
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Certifications
-

Canadian Ski Guide Association Level 2
CAA Ops 1
AAI Pro 2
Wilderness First Responder
Rope Rescue Technician
Swift Water Rescue Technician
Canadian Fire Arms Possession

Personal
-

Dual Citizen (USA/Canada); willing to travel
Play guitar and sing in a Bluegrass band
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